ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Polycom® RealPresence® Medialign Slimline Base Wall Bracket
TM

IMPORTANT SAFETY
NOTICE
Before beginning the installation process, it is
important to check that the designated area
is suitable for the system. If you have any doubts,
contact your retailer / supplier who can answer
any questions.

FRAGILE

HEAVY

This installation guide explains the procedure for
installing this product. Please read this guide
carefully to ensure thorough understanding of the
details of this product before installation.
Ensure that the wall partition(s) is suitably secure to support the
brackets and that all materials are suitable prior to starting the
installation process.

Ensure that all personal protective equipment required for
installation is used and operation instructions are followed.

1725-84209-001

Some items are fragile or heavy and require a minimum of two
persons for certain tasks. Ensure that suitable help is provided.
Do NOT attempt to move equipment alone or unsupervised.

Ensure that the system is level before securing to the wall brackets. A number of adjustable feet are located on each base section which can
be individually adjusted to ensure that the system is level to the floor. The number of feet will differ between product models.
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RealPresence Medialign 155/255
Slimline Base
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RealPresence Medialign 170/270
Slimline Base

The wall bracket kit consists of a pair of wall plates (a), four
thumb screws (b), eight chrome caps (c), and two brackets (d).
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The wall bracket kit is supplied with any Medialign system fitted
with a slimline base. The slim format reduces the footprint of the
system maximising office space.

The wall bracket kit is designed to prevent any of the Medialign
solutions fitted with slimline bases from toppling over. The wall
brackets are NOT designed to support heavy objects and are
NOT load bearing.
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It is beneficial to install the wall bracket kit BEFORE the screen
solution is completely assembled. The wall bracket kit is
referred to in all assembly instructions.
R

Wall anchors and fasteners are not supplied with the wall
bracket kit and will need to be locally sourced. You must use
fasteners appropriate for your specific wall structure to ensure
that the brackets may be securely anchored.

Refer to the anchor location drawings at the end of this document.
Using the dimensions supplied for your specific system, carefully
position a wall plate on the wall ensuring that it is level. Use a
pencil to mark all four fastener holes for the plate. Repeat for the
second plate.
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Some power tools are required so
ensure all equipments safety guidelines
are followed.
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Ensure no electrical cables or other
services are run beneath the walls
surface prior to drilling.

If your chosen fasteners require holes to be drilled, use the eight pencil
marks as a guide.
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Be sure to use all four anchor points for each
wall plate to secure the plate to the wall.

Be sure to use fasteners appropriate for
your wall structure.

Install anchors or otherwise prepare the attachment points for
the fasteners.
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Use eight fasteners (not supplied) to securely anchor the plates
to the wall. You must use fasteners appropriate for your specific
wall structure to ensure that the plates may be securely
anchored.
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Locate the two L-brackets. Slide them into the wall plates and
use a thumb screw to hold each in place. Leave the thumb
screws somewhat loose for now.

Use a thumb screw to attach each of the L-brackets to the
system chassis. Once in place and attached, ensure that the
chassis is plumb. Fully tighten the thumb screws, both at the
chassis and at the wall plate, to secure the system to the wall.

Minor adjustments to the unit’s position can be made via the
thumb screws. When adjustments are complete and the system
is securely fastened to the wall, use the supplied chrome caps to
conceal the fasteners and holes to complete the installation.
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Anchor Locations - RealPresence Medialign 255

Anchor Locations - RealPresence Medialign 155

2"
(50.0 mm)

2.75"
(70.0 mm)

71.5"
(1816.0 mm)

55.25"
(1403.0 mm)

21"
(532.0 mm)

55.25"
(1403.0 mm)

2"
(50.0 mm)

2.75"
(70.0 mm)

FLOOR LEVEL (FFL)

FLOOR LEVEL (FFL)

SYMMETRIC

SYMMETRIC

DIMENSIONS IN MM

DIMENSIONS IN MM
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The RealPresence Medialign 155 has two attachment points on the top outer corners of the
chassis. Use the L-brackets and thumb screws to secure the chassis to the wall plates.

x2

The RealPresence Medialign 255 has two attachment points on the top outer corners of the
chassis. Use the L-brackets and thumb screws to secure the chassis to the wall plates.
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Anchor Locations - RealPresence Medialign 170

2.75"
(70.0 mm)

122.8"
(3120.0 mm)

63"
(1599.2 mm)

2"
(50.0 mm)

59.2"
(1504.0 mm)

63"
(1599.2 mm)

2"
(50.0 mm)

2.75"
(70.0 mm)

Anchor Locations - RealPresence Medialign 270

FLOOR LEVEL (FFL)

DIMENSIONS IN MM

SYMMETRIC

The RealPresence Medialign 170 has two attachment points on the top outer corners of the
chassis. Use the L-brackets and thumb screws to secure the chassis to the wall plates.

FLOOR LEVEL (FFL)

DIMENSIONS IN MM

SYMMETRIC

The RealPresence Medialign 270 has two attachment points on the top outer corners of the
chassis. Use the L-brackets and thumb screws to secure the chassis to the wall plates.
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